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As mobility evolves, the tire is the only part of a vehicle that touches the ground. Leveraging this critical position, Goodyear is preparing for the emerging trends in mobility, which they call FACE, representing Fleets, Autonomous Vehicles, Connected Vehicles and Electric Vehicles. These FACE trends are being driven by automobile manufacturers, regulations, and consumer desires like convenience and sustainability.

Goodyear has led innovation in the global tire industry with more than 120 years of tire and vehicle expertise, ranging from passenger vehicles and commercial trucks to aircraft and earthmovers and they continue to do so today with new technologies, materials and virtual capabilities. Goodyear is also embracing digital technology, such as unique predictive servicing solutions to service emerging fleet customers and sensor-enabled products where tires are translating the road for drivers and vehicles. All of this is made possible through recruiting the right people and collaborating with like-minded partners like suppliers, universities and through our new corporate venture fund.
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